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About This Content

The Yakovlev Yak-52 is a tandem seat, radial engine, trainer aircraft that served as the primary aircraft trainer for the Soviet
Union and many other nations. Introduced 5d3b920ae0
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Lots of fun, super easy to fly and land yet capable of great aerobatics for the more advanced flyer. For newer pilots the wall of
lights, switches, and buttons of a modern fighter can be rather intimidating. The YAK is almost as simple as your car's
dashboard. If you want to skip the official pre-flight checklist, it can be fired up in about a minute. There are lots of controls
that you may not need such as cowling controls- you can basically set them and forget them. The braking can be a bit of a
handful while taxi'ing but take off is straight forward- the YAK leaps into the air enthusiastically. Once trimmed out and the
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engine/prop pitch set you can do most simple aerobatics without even touching either again. This plane loves to be flown at tree
top level, with a maniac pilot tossing it about. It has a huge rudder making the plane almost drift like it was a Vin Diesel car
movie. So while it's a 'trainer' aircraft, it has the chops to impress even fighter jocks when they want to spank an airframe and
have it ask for more. This plane can land on any open field- so practicing take off and landing doesn't mean endlessly circling an
airport. The cockpit looks nice- spartan as one would expect from a simple prop plane from Russia. Very working class. The
plane model is the same- very accurate but the real plane is a very simple design. Sound is nice, the roar of the engine has a nice
throatiness you get from a radial. Real YAK owners have praised this flight model, so I'll let that speak for itself. The only real
downside is lack of content. There is a three part tutorial on start up, take off, and landing.but this plane has no weapons, no
campaign, no missions. It is purely for the fun. But if you are a newer pilot, or an experienced one that is interested in
aerobatics- this is a solid aircraft module. I got it on a Steam sale, which is what I would suggest.. By far my favorite module.
Low level acrobatic flight and simply taking in the scenery is pleasant in a Sim with this level of visual fidelity. This is a
forgiving yet fun plane, especially if you're looking for something light to fly for a change of pace. I can't attest to the flight
model accuracy, but it is a public release of a study module ED has created under contract, so I expect it's realistic enough. The
plane is honestly one of the most immersive bits of aviation simulation on the market, helped by excellent audio and visual
detail. I wouldn't recommend this as a first module, unless you're sure you have the patience to stick to a single limited trainer.
This is a good first full fidelity module, to learn after FC3. My only gripe is short of the landing gear, any damage isn't visually
represented. All in all, a great little Soviet trainer.. By far my favorite module. Low level acrobatic flight and simply taking in
the scenery is pleasant in a Sim with this level of visual fidelity. This is a forgiving yet fun plane, especially if you're looking for
something light to fly for a change of pace. I can't attest to the flight model accuracy, but it is a public release of a study module
ED has created under contract, so I expect it's realistic enough. The plane is honestly one of the most immersive bits of aviation
simulation on the market, helped by excellent audio and visual detail. I wouldn't recommend this as a first module, unless you're
sure you have the patience to stick to a single limited trainer. This is a good first full fidelity module, to learn after FC3. My
only gripe is short of the landing gear, any damage isn't visually represented. All in all, a great little Soviet trainer.. Lots of fun,
super easy to fly and land yet capable of great aerobatics for the more advanced flyer. For newer pilots the wall of lights,
switches, and buttons of a modern fighter can be rather intimidating. The YAK is almost as simple as your car's dashboard. If
you want to skip the official pre-flight checklist, it can be fired up in about a minute. There are lots of controls that you may not
need such as cowling controls- you can basically set them and forget them. The braking can be a bit of a handful while taxi'ing
but take off is straight forward- the YAK leaps into the air enthusiastically. Once trimmed out and the engine/prop pitch set you
can do most simple aerobatics without even touching either again. This plane loves to be flown at tree top level, with a maniac
pilot tossing it about. It has a huge rudder making the plane almost drift like it was a Vin Diesel car movie. So while it's a
'trainer' aircraft, it has the chops to impress even fighter jocks when they want to spank an airframe and have it ask for more.
This plane can land on any open field- so practicing take off and landing doesn't mean endlessly circling an airport. The cockpit
looks nice- spartan as one would expect from a simple prop plane from Russia. Very working class. The plane model is the
same- very accurate but the real plane is a very simple design. Sound is nice, the roar of the engine has a nice throatiness you get
from a radial. Real YAK owners have praised this flight model, so I'll let that speak for itself. The only real downside is lack of
content. There is a three part tutorial on start up, take off, and landing.but this plane has no weapons, no campaign, no missions.
It is purely for the fun. But if you are a newer pilot, or an experienced one that is interested in aerobatics- this is a solid aircraft
module. I got it on a Steam sale, which is what I would suggest.
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